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With the recent availability of high-speed Internet connections to the home and the continued move of workers out of central office locations (whether for travel, telecommuting, or branch office
expansion), Virtual Private Networks (VPNs) have become a critical part of corporate network architectures. VPNs use advanced encryption and tunneling to permit your organization to
establish secure, end-to-end, private network connections over third-party networks, such as the Internet. This new networking paradigm not only adds to the efficiency of the corporate
workforce, but it also saves money by leveraging third-party networks and allows you to scale your networks with greater ease. Based on the official instructor-led training course of the same
name, Cisco Secure Virtual Private Networks is a comprehensive, results-oriented book designed to give you the knowledge you need to plan, deploy, and manage VPNs in your network
environment. Beginning with an overview of VPNs and IPSec, the book introduces you to the Cisco VPN family of products. It then delves into the details of configuring and troubleshooting
IPSec site-to-site VPNs on Cisco IOS(r) routers and Cisco PIX(r) Firewalls using preshared keys and digital certificates. You learn how to install the VPN 3000 Concentrator and how to
configure it for remote access using preshared keys and digital certificates. Monitoring and administration techniques are also presented. The book concludes with a discussion on the
scalability solutions available for IPSec VPNs. Each chapter includes an explicit set of learning objectives and concludes with a set of review questions to assess your understanding of the
material. Numerous examples are provided throughout, and detailed diagrams help clarify concepts presented in the text. Whether you are preparing for the Cisco Security Specialist 1
certification or simply want to understand and make the most efficient use of VPNs, Cisco Secure Virtual Private Networks provides you with a complete solution for designing, implementing,
and managing Cisco VPN networks. Prepare for the Cisco Security Specialist 1 VPN exam with the official CSVPN Coursebook Evaluate the features, functions, and benefits of Cisco VPN
products Understand the component technologies that are implemented in Cisco VPN products Learn the procedures, steps, and commands required to configure and test IPSec in Cisco IOS
Software and the Cisco PIX Firewall Install and configure the Cisco VPN client to create a secure tunnel to a Cisco VPN Concentrator and Cisco PIX Firewall Configure and verify IPSec in the
Cisco VPN Concentrator, Cisco router, and Cisco PIX Firewall Enable interoperability among the Cisco VPN Concentrator, Cisco routers, and Cisco PIX Firewalls Apply scalability and
advanced configuration features supported in the Cisco IPSec implementation Andrew G. Mason, CCIE(r) #7144, CSS-1, CCNP(r): Security, and CCDP(r), is the CEO of three UK-based
companies: Mason Technologies, CCStudy.com, and Boxing Orange. Andrew has 11 years experience in the networking industry and is currently consulting for the largest ISP in the UK. He is
involved daily in the design and implementation of complex secure hosted solutions utilizing products from the Cisco Secure family.
IP multicast is central to today's enterprise and service provider networks. However, the set of technologies and practices surrounding IP multicast has evolved and matured: older books on
the topic are severely out of date. IP Multicast Architectures offers comprehensive guidance for deploying modern IP multicast systems of all kinds: basic and advanced, enterprise and service
provider. Focused on Cisco devices and technologies,IP Multicast Architectures addresses common features, deployment models, and field best practices. Each section offers immersive realworld explanations of multicast theory, and present multiple case studies showcasing best-practice multicast design methodologies. Each case study is carefully crafted to offer pragmatic "firsthand" guidance for building the right network for each environment and set of applications. Coverage includes Layer 2 and Layer 3 multicast; routing, forwarding, domains, inter-domain
routing, wireless multicast forwarding, Inter-AS, mVPN, mVRF, cloud mVPN transport, and much more. Throughout, the authors' configurations, designs, features, and parameters reflect all
that's been learned since IP multicast first became widespread.
???????????????????????;????????????????????;??????????????????????????????
A major revision of the classic TCP/IP bestseller that has sold more than 162,000 units! * *W. Richard Stevens' legendary TCP/IP guide, now updated by top network protocol developer and
instructor Kevin Fall. *Shows how each protocol actually operates, and explains why they work that way. *New coverage includes RPC, access control, authentication, privacy, NFS,
SMB/CIFS, DHCP, NAT, firewalls, email, Web, web services, wireless, wireless security, and much more More than 162,000 networking professionals have relied on W. Richard Stevens'
classic TCP/IP Illustrated, Volume 1 to gain the detailed understanding of TCP/IP they need to be effective. Now, the world's leading TCP/IP bestseller has been thoroughly updated to reflect
a new generation of TCP/IPbased networking technologies. TCP/IP Illustrated, Volume 1, Second Edition doesn't just describe protocols: it enables readers to observe how these protocols
operate under different conditions, using publicly available tools, and explains why key design decisions were made. The result: readers gain a deep understanding of how TCP/IP protocols
function, and why they function that way. Now thoroughly updated by long-time networking expert Kevin Fall, this brand-new second edition's extensive new coverage includes: * *Remote
procedure call. *Identity management (access control / authentication). *Network and transport layer security (authentication / privacy). *File access protocols, including NFS and SMB/CIFS.
*Host initialization and DHCP. *NAT and firewalls. *E-mail. *Web and web services. *Wireless and wireless security. *New tools, including Ethereal, nmap and netcat
A detailed examination of exterior routing protocols and advanced IP routing issues Routing TCP/IP, Volume II, enables you to: Master the operational components, configuration, and
troubleshooting of BGP-4-the de facto interdomain routing protocol Understand the operation, configuration, and troubleshooting of NAT Learn how to deploy, configure, and troubleshoot IP
multicast routing through an array of case studies and exercises Familiarize yourself with the design goals and current state of IPv6, the new generation of the IP protocol Implement router
management through a diverse range of expert-tested methods Test and validate your knowledge with practical, comprehensive review questions, configuration exercises, and troubleshooting
exercises Further your CCIE preparation while mastering advanced TCP/IP concepts The complexities of exterior gateway protocols, including TCP connections, message states, path
attributes, interior routing protocol interoperation, and setting up neighbor connections, require a comprehensive understanding of router operations in order to manage network growth.
Routing TCP/IP, Volume II, provides you with the expertise necessary to understand and implement Border Gateway Protocol Version 4 (BGP-4), multicast routing, Network Address
Translation (NAT), IPv6, and effective router management techniques. Jeff Doyle's practical approach, easy-to-read format, and comprehensive topic coverage make this book an instant
classic and a must-have addition to any network professional's library. Routing TCP/IP, Volume II, expands upon the central theme of Volume I: scalability and management of network growth.
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Volume II moves beyond the interior gateway protocols covered in Volume I to examine both inter-autonomous system routing and more exotic routing issues such as multicasting and IPv6.
This second volume follows the same informational structure used effectively in Volume I: discussing the topic fundamentals, following up with a series of configuration examples designed to
show the concept in a real-world environment, and relying on tested troubleshooting measures to resolve any problems that might arise. This book helps you accomplish more than earning the
highly valued CCIE number after your name; it also helps you develop the knowledge and skills that are essential to perform your job at an expert level. Whether you are pursuing CCIE
certification, need to review for your CCIE recertification exam, or are just looking for expert-level advice on advanced routing issues, Routing TCP/IP, Volume II, helps you understand
foundation concepts and apply best practice techniques for effective network growth and management.
A detailed examination of interior routing protocols -- completely updated in a new edition A complete revision of the best-selling first edition--widely considered a premier text on TCP/IP
routing protocols A core textbook for CCIE preparation and a practical reference for network designers, administrators, and engineers Includes configuration and troubleshooting lessons that
would cost thousands to learn in a classroom and numerous real-world examples and case studies Praised in its first edition for its approachable style and wealth of information, this new
edition provides readers a deep understanding of IP routing protocols, teaches how to implement these protocols using Cisco routers, and brings readers up to date protocol and
implementation enhancements. Routing TCP/IP, Volume 1, Second Edition, includes protocol changes and Cisco features that enhance routing integrity, secure routers from attacks initiated
through routing protocols, and provide greater control over the propagation of routing information for all the IP interior routing protocols. Routing TCP/IP, Volume 1, Second Edition, provides a
detailed analysis of each of the IP interior gateway protocols (IGPs). Its structure remains the same as the best-selling first edition, though information within each section is enhanced and
modified to include the new developments in routing protocols and Cisco implementations. What's New In This Edition? The first edition covers routing protocols as they existed in 1998. The
new book updates all covered routing protocols and discusses new features integrated in the latest version of Cisco IOS Software. IPv6, its use with interior routing protocols, and its
interoperability and integration with IPv4 are also integrated into this book. Approximately 200 pages of new information are added to the main text, with some old text removed. Additional
exercise and solutions are also included.
Today's aggressively competitive networking market requires offering the maximum range of services using prevailing assets, not building bigger, more complicated networks, but smarter,
more scalable infrastructures. It isn't an easy thing to do. The challenge is to develop an existing network so as to maximise its profitability. A multi-vendor approach to the subject is
necessary, since existing infrastructure is rarely homogeneous. Discussion cannot merely be rooted in theory, but has to bring to the fore actual designs and real development. Guy Davies's
invaluable reference tool is the product of many years' experience in designing and developing real scalable systems for both service providers and enterprise networks. It is a comprehensive
demonstration of how to build scalable networks, the pitfalls to avoid, and a compilation of the most successful mechanisms available for engineers building and operating IP networks.
Designing and Developing Scalable IP Networks: Documents practical scaling mechanisms for both service providers and enterprise networks using illustrative real world configuration
examples. Recommends policy choices and explains them in the context of the commercial environment. Provides a reference for engineers building and migrating networks based on the
author's familiarity with both Juniper Networks' components and Cisco Systems' routers. Is founded on the author’s experience working with large networks in the USA and Europe, as well as
Asia Pacific. This incomparable reference to scaling networks is suitable for network designers, architects, engineers and managers. It will also be an authoritative guide for technically aware
sales and marketing staff and service engineers. It is a valuable resource for graduate and final year computing and communications engineering students and for engineers studying for both
the JNCIE and CCIE examinations.

Praised in its first edition for its approachable style and wealth of information, this new edition provides readers a deep understanding of exterior routing protocols, teaches how to implement them using Cisco
routers, and brings readers up-to-date on the latest enhancements and advanced IP routing issues. Routing TCP/IP, Volume II, Second Edition covers TCP connections, message states, path attributes,
interior routing protocol interoperation, neighbor connections, and much more. The authors present crucial knowledge for every professional who wants to manage routers to support network growth and
change. The routing and switching techniques they cover are fundamental to all modern networks, and form the foundation of all CCIE tracks - making this book an outstanding resource for those seeking to
earn Cisco's elite CCIE credential. While this book's "practical" aspects focus on Cisco's IOS, the authors illuminate concepts and issues that apply to any routing platform - making this a superb general
reference for network professionals in any environment.
????9???,??????????????????????????????LAN???????????????????PIX????IOS????VPN????GRE?L2TP?IPSec??????Cisco???????AAA?TACACS+?RADIUS???AAA??????????????????????????????
????????NBAR??????????CAR?????????????????
???????IEEE?????????—POSIX??(????Pthreads??),?????????????????????????,??????????????????????????????
The book provides a complete guide to the protocols that comprise the Internet Protocol Suite, more commonly referred to as TCP/IP. The work assumes no prior knowledge of TCP/IP and only a rudimentary
understanding of LAN/WAN access methods. The book is split into a number of sections; the manner in which data is transported between systems, routing principles and protocols, applications and services,
security, and Wide Area communications. Each section builds on the last in a tutorial manner and describes the protocols in detail so serving as a reference for students and networking professionals of all
levels. Volume I - Data Delivery & Routing Section A: Introduction Section B: The Internet Protocol Section C: Reliable and Unreliable Data Delivery Section D: Quality of Service Section E: Routing Section F:
Multicasting in IP Environments Section G: Appendices Volume 2 - Applications, Access & Data Security Section H: An Introduction to Applications & Security in the TCP/IP Suite Section I: IP Application
Services Section J: Securing the Communications Channel Section K: Wide Area Communications Section L: Appendices
Intended for courses in TCP/IP, routing protocols and advanced networking. This volume presents an examination of exterior routing protocols (EGP and BGP) and advanced IP routing issues such as
multicast routing, quality of service routing, Ipv6, and router management. It enables students learn IP design and management techniques.
Trust the best selling Official Cert Guide series from Cisco Press to help you learn, prepare, and practice for exam success. They are built with the objective of providing assessment, review, and practice to
help ensure you are fully prepared for your certification exam. CCIE Routing and Switching v5.0 Official Cert Guide, Volume 2, Fifth Edition from Cisco Press enables you to succeed on the exam the first time
and is the only self-study resource approved by Cisco. Expert instructors Narbik Kocharians and Terry Vinson share preparation hints and test-taking tips, helping you identify areas of weakness and improve
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both your conceptual knowledge and hands-on skills. This second of two volumes covers IP BGP routing, quality of service (QoS), wide area networks, IP multicast, network security, and Multiprotocol Label
Switching (MPLS) topics. This complete study package includes -- A test-preparation routine proven to help you pass the exams -- Do I Know This Already? quizzes, which enable you to decide how much
time you need to spend on each section -- Chapter-ending exercises, which help you drill on key concepts you must know thoroughly -- The powerful Pearson IT Certification Practice Test software, complete
with hundreds of well-reviewed, exam-realistic questions, customization options, and detailed performance reports -- A final preparation chapter, which guides you through tools and resources to help you craft
your review and test-taking strategies -- Study plan suggestions and templates to help you organize and optimize your study time Well regarded for its level of detail, study plans, assessment features,
challenging review questions and exercises, this official study guide helps you master the concepts and techniques that ensure your exam success. The official study guide helps you master topics on the
CCIE Routing and Switching v5.0 exams, including: -- BGP operations and routing policies -- QoS -- WANs -- IP Multicast -- Device and network security and tunneling technologies -- MPLS CCIE Routing
and Switching v5.0 Official Cert Guide, Volume 2, Fifth Edition is part of a recommended learning path from Cisco that includes simulation and hands-on training from authorized Cisco Learning Partners and
self-study products from Cisco Press. To find out more about instructor-led training, e-learning, and hands-on instruction offered by authorized Cisco Learning Partners worldwide, please visit
www.cisco.com/go/authorizedtraining. The print edition of the CCIE Routing and Switching v5.0 Official Cert Guide, Volume 2, Fifth Edition contains more than 200 practice exam questions. Also available
from Cisco Press for Cisco CCIE R&S v5.0 study is the CCIE Routing and Switching v5.0 Official Cert Guide, Volume 2 Premium Edition eBook and Practice Test, Fifth Edition. This digital-only certification
preparation product combines an eBook with enhanced Pearson IT Certification Practice Test. This integrated learning package: -- Allows you to focus on individual topic areas or take complete, timed exams
-- Includes direct links from each question to detailed tutorials to help you understand the concepts behind the questions -- Provides additional unique sets of exam-realistic practice questions -- Tracks your
performance and provides feedback on a module-by-module basis, laying out a complete assessment of your knowledge to help you focus your study where it is needed most This print book includes a 70%
discount offer off the list price of the CCIE Routing and Switching v5.0 Official Cert Guide, Volume 2 Premium Edition eBook and Practice Test, Fifth Edition to help enhance your exam preparation
experience.
Praised in its first edition for its approachable style and wealth of information, this new edition provides an explanation of IP routing protocols, teaches how to implement these protocols using Cisco routers,
and presents up-to-date protocol and implementation enhancements.

???????????????????????????????????????IP?????VLAN????????
CCIE Routing and Switching v5.0 Troubleshooting Practice Labs presents you with two full troubleshooting lab scenarios in exam style format to echo the real CCIE Routing and
Switching v5.0 lab exam. This publication gives you the opportunity to put into practice your own extensive theoretical knowledge of subjects to find out how they interact with
each other on a larger complex scale. An "Ask the Proctor" section list of questions for each section helps provide clarity and maintain direction to ensure that you do not give up
and check the answers directly if you find a task too challenging. After each lab, this eBook lets you compare configurations and routing tables with the required answers. You
also can run through a lab debrief, view configurations, and cut and paste configs into your own lab equipment for testing and verification. The point scoring for each question lets
you know whether you passed or failed each lab. This extensive set of practice labs that sells for hundreds of dollars elsewhere helps you make sure you are fully prepared for
the grueling CCIE Routing and Switching lab exam experience.
The complete resource for understanding and deploying IP quality of service for Cisco networks Learn to deliver and deploy IP QoS and MPLS-based traffic engineering by
understanding: QoS fundamentals and the need for IP QoS The Differentiated Services QoS architecture and its enabling QoS functionality The Integrated Services QoS model
and its enabling QoS functions ATM, Frame Relay, and IEEE 802.1p/802.1Q QoS technologies and how they work with IP QoS MPLS and MPLS VPN QoS and how they work
with IP QoS MPLS traffic engineering Routing policies, general IP QoS functions, and other miscellaneous QoS information Quality-of-service (QoS) technologies provide
networks with greater reliability in delivering applications, as well as control over access, delay, loss, content quality, and bandwidth. IP QoS functions are crucial in today's
scalable IP networks. These networks are designed to deliver reliable and differentiated Internet services by enabling network operators to control network resources and use.
Network planners, designers, and engineers need a thorough understanding of QoS concepts and features to enable their networks to run at maximum efficiency and to deliver
the new generation of time-critical multimedia and voice applications. IP Quality of Service serves as an essential resource and design guide for anyone planning to deploy QoS
services in Cisco networks. Author Srinivas Vegesna provides complete coverage of Cisco IP QoS features and functions, including case studies and configuration examples.
The emphasis is on real-world application-going beyond conceptual explanations to teach actual deployment. IP Quality of Service is written for internetworking professionals
who are responsible for designing and maintaining IP services for corporate intranets and for service provider network infrastructures. If you are a network engineer, architect,
manager, planner, or operator who has a rudimentary knowledge of QoS technologies, this book will provide you with practical insights on what you need to consider when
designing and implementing various degrees of QoS in the network. Because incorporating some measure of QoS is an integral part of any network design process, IP Quality of
Service applies to all IP networks-corporate intranets, service provider networks, and the Internet.
???????1949????·???????????????????????????????????????????“???”?“????”?“??”????????????????????????“????”?Orwellian??“?????”?Orwellism???????????????????
??????????????????????? “????????????????????”???????
?CCNP Routing and Switching SWITCH 300-115 ????????Cisco®???????????????CCNP SWITCH?????????David
Hucaby????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????????? ??????????????????? ??????????????????????
??????????????????????????? ????Pearson IT???????????????????????????????????? ???????60????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????
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?????????????????????????? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?CCNP Routing and Switching SWITCH 300-115
??????????Cisco??????????????????Cisco????????????????????????Cisco Press???????????????????Cisco??????????????????????????????????www.cisco.com?
??????????CCNP R&S SWITCH 300-115??????????? ??????? ?????? ??????? ?VLAN?Trunk?VTP ????????(STP)?RSTP???MSTP ???STP??? ???????? ????? ???DHCP
???????????SNMP????? ???????? ????? ?????????? ???Cisco Press?????????????????????????????????????????????Cisco??????????????????????????????????????
#???? GOTOP Information Inc.
Routing TCP/IP, Volume 2 (CCIE Professional Development), 2/e (Cisco Press)Pearson Education India
This is the only official Cisco Systems-endorsed study guide for the CCIE Routing and Switching exam. The CD-ROM customizable test engine contains unique practice
questions and a full electronic version of the text.
???TCP/IP???????,???OSI?????????????????,??????????????????
Trust the best selling Official Cert Guide series from Cisco Press to help you learn, prepare, and practice for exam success. They are built with the objective of providing
assessment, review, and practice to help ensure you are fully prepared for your certification exam. --Master Cisco CCIE R&S v5.0 exam topics, including BGP, QoS, WANs, IP
multicast, security, and MPLS --Assess your knowledge with chapter-opening quizzes --Review key concepts with exam preparation tasks This is the eBook edition of the CCIE
Routing and Switching v5.0 Official Cert Guide, Volume 2, Fifth Edition. This eBook does not include the companion CD-ROM with practice exam that comes with the print
edition. CCIE Routing and Switching v5.0 Official Cert Guide, Volume 2, Fifth Edition from Cisco Press enables you to succeed on the exam the first time and is the only selfstudy resource approved by Cisco. Expert instructors Narbik Kocharians and Terry Vinson share preparation hints and test-taking tips, helping you identify areas of weakness
and improve both your conceptual knowledge and hands-on skills. This second of two volumes covers IP BGP routing, quality of service (QoS), wide area networks, IP multicast,
network security, and Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS) topics. This complete study package includes --A test-preparation routine proven to help you pass the exams --"Do I
Know This Already?" quizzes, which enable you to decide how much time you need to spend on each section --Chapter-ending exercises, which help you drill on key concepts
you must know thoroughly --The powerful Pearson IT Certification Practice Test software, complete with hundreds of well-reviewed, exam-realistic questions, customization
options, and detailed performance reports --A final preparation chapter, which guides you through tools and resources to help you craft your review and test-taking strategies
--Study plan suggestions and templates to help you organize and optimize your study time Well regarded for its level of detail, study plans, assessment features, challenging
review questions and exercises, this official study guide helps you master the concepts and techniques that ensure your exam success. CCIE Routing and Switching v5.0 Official
Cert Guide, Volume 2, Fifth Edition is part of a recommended learning path from Cisco that includes simulation and hands-on training from authorized Cisco Learning Partners
and self-study products from Cisco Press. To find out more about instructor-led training, e-learning, and hands-on instruction offered by authorized Cisco Learning Partners
worldwide, please visit www.cisco.com/go/authorizedtraining. The official study guide helps you master topics on the CCIE Routing and Switching v5.0 exams, including: --BGP
operations and routing policies --QoS --WANs --IP Multicast --Device and network security and tunneling technologies --MPLS
????????Servlet?JSP,???????????(????????????),????JSP?????,JSP??????,??????????,????????,?????????????????
????Linux??????1???????????????Linux??????? ??????????????Linux???????????????? ???????????????????????????Linux???????? ???Linux????????????????
??????????????????????? ????Linux???-???????????????
?????Linux?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????????????
*????????????????????????????????????????????????????Linux????????Internet?????????? *?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
*???????????????????????????????ssh?vnc?xrdp?????????dhcp?ntp???????samba?nfs?iscsi??????????????ssh????????????????????????????
*??????????????DNS?WWW?FTP?mail server...??????? #???? GOTOP Information Inc.
Ben shu ti gong le yi xi lie wan zheng deLabshi zhan lian xi lai mo ni xu yao jiao gao dong shou neng li deLabkao shi. shu zhong lie ju de 7 ge duan dao duan qing jing shi ti tong
shi ju bei fu za xing he zhen shi xing, ti gong gei niLabkao shi de jing yan bing qie kai fa ni de ying ji si kao ji neng.
Expands upon the central theme of Volume I: scalability and management of network growth. Volume II moves beyond the interior gateway protocols covered in Volume I to
examine both inter-autonomous system routing and more exotic routing issues such as multicasting and IPv6. This second volume follows the same informational structure used
effectively in Volume I: discussing the topic fundamentals, following up with a series of configuration examples designed to show the concept in a real-world environment, and
relying on tested troubleshooting measures to resolve any problems that might arise.
TCP/IP Illustrated, Volume 3 covers four major topics of great importance to anyone working TCP/IP. It contains the first thorough treatment of TCP for transactions, commonly
known as T/TCP, an extension to TCP that makes client-server transactions faster and more efficient. Next, the book covers two popular applications of T/TCP, the very hot topic
of HTTP (the Hypertext Transfer Protocol), the foundation for the World Wide Web, and NNTP (the Network News Transfer Protocol), the basis for the Usenet news system. Both
of these topics have increased in significance as the Internet has exploded in size and usage. Finally, the book covers UNIX Domain Protocols, protocols that are used heavily in
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UNIX implementations.
??????????????????????????????? ?CCNP Routing and Switching ROUTE 300-101 ???????????Cisco®????????????CCNP ROUTE???????Kevin
Wallace????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????????? ??????????????????? ??????????????????????
??????????????????????????? ????Pearson IT???????????????????????????????????? ???????60????????????? ???????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?CCNP Routing and Switching ROUTE 300-101
??????????Cisco??????????????????Cisco????????????????????????Cisco Press???????????????????Cisco??????????????????????????????????www.cisco.com?
??????????CCNP R&S ROUTE 300-101??????????? ????????????? ??????? ?IPv6???RIPng ?EIGRP?OSPFv2?OSPFv3 ?IGP???????? ?eBGP?iBGP ?IPv6?????? ???????
??????? #???? GOTOP Information Inc.
?????????,???????C?????,???????C?????????????.?????????,????????????????????????????,????????????????????API.
This is the complete 2 volume set, containing both volumes one (ISBN: 9781599424910) and two (ISBN: 9781599425436) packaged together. The book provides a complete
guide to the protocols that comprise the Internet Protocol Suite, more commonly referred to as TCP/IP. The work assumes no prior knowledge of TCP/IP and only a rudimentary
understanding of LAN/WAN access methods. The book is split into a number of sections; the manner in which data is transported between systems, routing principles and
protocols, applications and services, security, and Wide Area communications. Each section builds on the last in a tutorial manner and describes the protocols in detail so serving
as a reference for students and networking professionals of all levels. Volume I - Data Delivery & Routing Section A: Introduction Section B: The Internet Protocol Section C:
Reliable and Unreliable Data Delivery Section D: Quality of Service Section E: Routing Section F: Multicasting in IP Environments Section G: Appendices Volume 2 Applications, Access & Data Security Section H: An Introduction to Applications & Security in the TCP/IP Suite Section I: IP Application Services Section J: Securing the
Communications Channel Section K: Wide Area Communications Section L: Appendices
?????:?????
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